Big pharma looks to ancient China for new cures

Over the past 5 years, the world’s largest pharmaceutical companies have invested billions of US dollars in research capacity in China, drawn there by the country’s low research costs, enormous talent pool, and rapidly expanding market for health care. But the research facilities they have built in China are now leveraging their location to tap into the country’s wealth of traditional Chinese medicine (TCM), with the hope that the ancient practices can point the way to new treatments.

TCM is a broad set of medical practices informed by Chinese philosophy, delivered mainly through herbal medicines, but also via acupuncture and massage. Although many of these treatments are readily accessible in western countries, they are generally delivered outside of the formalised health-care system and often thought to be alternatives to legitimate treatment. In China, by contrast, the prevalence of TCM and its integration with the mainstream health system are striking.

Almost all general hospitals in China have TCM departments and one in ten physicians is trained exclusively in TCM, with most western-medicine doctors also receiving some training. McKinsey report estimates that in China in 2011 there were $13 billion in sales of herbal medicines formulated according to TCM principles. The Chinese Government has fostered the sector in various ways, such as providing high rates of reimbursement for TCM through its national insurance programmes and ensuring the availability of common traditional treatments. More than a third of the drugs on the country’s essential drug list are TCMs.

But China is also eager to see the drugs popularised abroad, says Ted Kaptchuk (Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA, USA), an expert on east Asian medicine. “China wants to globalise, and part of its mission is [to demonstrate] its contribution to cosmopolitan, universal culture. And one of the places it is seeing potential is around its traditional medicine, which of course it has a lot of national pride in.”

GlaxoSmithKline (GSK) is one of several pharmaceutical giants that have taken an active interest. GSK built a major research centre in Shanghai in 2007, and at the beginning of 2012 it announced the formation of a new unit there devoted to the study of TCM. Zang Jingwu, who heads the research centre, says the unit is building a library of compounds derived from Chinese herbs that it will use to screen against known molecular targets, in the hope of identifying novel chemical scaffolds for engineering new drugs. GSK’s network of local researchers has been crucial in amassing the library, which Zang describes as “quite sizeable”. The unit is also deconstructing existing TCM treatments with the goal of developing its own evidence-based prescription TCMs for treating disorders ranging from Alzheimer’s disease to inflammatory diseases to cancer.

Contrasting traditional treatments with evidence-based western medicine, Zang says TCM is “experience-based”—developed through patterns of use over thousands of years. He believes that GSK’s experience in drug discovery and development can build on this knowledge, and perhaps refine some of the ancient practices into proven treatments. “For me, for GSK, we see the value of big pharma to promote this marriage of western medicine with TCM.”

But the promise hidden in the traditional Chinese pharmaceutical cornucopia is unknown. Yu Qiang, from the Chinese Academy of Sciences and an expert on TCM treatment for cancer, says that although many traditional treatments inhibit tumour growth, they do so because they contain organic compounds that inhibit mitosis or protein synthesis using the same mechanisms as existing western treatments. “There hasn’t been any TCM product that is scientifically proven effective”, he says. Instead, he believes the best prospects for TCM lie in its capacity for strengthening patients’ immune systems and reducing the side-effects of western treatments.

Current clinical practices in China reflect the respective strengths of western and traditional treatments. At Beijing’s Guang’anmen Hospital, where one of the country’s earliest TCM oncology departments was established, most of the inpatients have already received western treatment for their cancer or are receiving treatment that integrates chemotherapy and TCM. Those receiving exclusively TCM are predominantly late-stage patients with poor prognoses who still find the traditional treatment improves their quality of life. Lin Hongsheng, who directs the department, says she was sceptical about TCM when she arrived there in 1976 but has since become convinced of its value, particularly for ameliorating the side-effects of chemotherapy. In studies of late-stage cancer patients she has undertaken there with her colleagues, integrated TCM and western treatment has given better results than exclusively western treatment.
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Huanglian, a root with medicinal properties widely used in TCM